
World-Class High-Precision CNC Swiss-Type Automatics



Experience.    Support.    Value.
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American Owned. Globally Competitive.

KSI Swiss, an American family-owned company in partnership with machine tool builder HJM 
Automation, proudly presents the latest in world-class quality Swiss-type CNC Automatics. Since our 
job shop beginnings in the 1980s, we have dedicated ourselves to creating a line of exceptional quality 
Swiss machines capable of meeting the challenges of today’s high-productivity, high-precision tool 
work. KSI Swiss machines have been meeting—and exceeding—our customers’ expectations for 
years. But we’re not done yet. Once again, continuous development, improvements, and customer-
driven refinements have led to the production of our newest and most advanced Swiss-types to 
date, a line of machines that are more than a match for any similarly sized and equipped model in 
the world. 

Muscle and More.

KSI machines are known for their More Factor: more 
mass, more power, more tools, more stroke, more 
thrust, more gripping force, and more room. Designed 
to achieve maximum productivity within the tightest 
tolerances, the KSI Swiss SQX weighs in at just over 
7,700 pounds 3,500 kg), making them the heaviest 
of any comparable Swiss-type on the market. Much 
of this weight can be attributed to the extremely rigid 
and stable base casting and toolstand, which helps 
to reduce vibration and provide the thermal stability 
critical to maintaining tight tolerances on workpieces. 
Combine its superior strength with powerful Fanuc 
motors, the highest-quality electronics, and the most 
complete standard features package of any machine 
in its class, and it becomes clear that KSI automatics 
have the power and flexibility to tackle the most 
comprehensive and demanding Swiss applications. 

SQX
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Working Room

One of the most common complaints 
we hear about Swiss-types is the lack 
of interior room available for setup. We 
know that a dark, cramped space is not 
the ideal working environment for anyone. 
So, we responded by engineering the 
cabinet of our CNC automatics to be as 
spacious as possible within the machine’s 
minimal footprint. All our models feature 
large doors, access panels, and ample 
lighting to afford operators maximum 
accessibility and visibility during setup 
and retooling.

Tough enough to tackle any job.
The KSI Swiss SQX

Sub-Spindle Detail

Back End Tool DetailFront End Tool Detail

Toggle System Detail

Custom Build 

At KSI Swiss, we are constantly driven to re-
evaluate our products and determine how we 
might improve upon them. Refinements are 
sometimes made in direct response to the 
changing demands of the marketplace, or as 
a result of internal insight. Very often, though, 
some of our best product enhancements are 
inspired by valuable customer feedback. We 
do our best to anticipate our customers’ needs, 
but there are times when  specific machine 
configurations or options are required. We 
have prepared for these situations by building 
a great deal of flexibility into our manufacturing 
process, thereby enabling us to provide 
custom-built solutions that meet our customers’ 
exact specifications. Contact your KSI Swiss 
Representative for details about our Custom 
Build Program.

SQX
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Training, Service, and Support

We know there is more to a successful Swiss machining operation 
than consistent equipment functionality. This knowledge led to 
the establishment of the KSI School, a program designed to offer 
comprehensive operator instruction on KSI Swiss and other Swiss-
type machines, conducted at our training center in Minnesota. By 
combining education with continuing U.S.-based support and expert 
local service, we demonstrate our ongoing commitment to our 
customers and provide them with many of the tools needed for their 
continued success. 

See For Yourself

We’re so certain that you’ll be impressed by the quality, power, and 
flexibility of our machines that we urge you to experience them first-hand.  
Call us today and be on your way to discovering one of the best Swiss-
type CNC Automatics on the market today.

Call toll free 888.344.3330 today
or email sales@ksiswiss.com for more information

 SAMPlE PARTS
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Contact Information

KSI Swiss

toll free 888.344.3330 

main 952.564.3290

fax 952.564.3293

sales@ksiswiss.com

support@ksiswiss.com

www.ksiswiss.com

Product Specifications
Our machines are in a state of constant development and continuing 
improvement. In order to provide you with the most current information, 
we have chosen to include our machine specification sheets separately 
in this pocket.


